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Whiskey at Fort Fillmore:
A Story of the Civil War

.

JOHN P. WILSON

The Civil War in New Mexico saw just a year of campaigning, with
two major battles and a number of skirmishes.. When the Confederates
withdrew, they left a heritage that included stories like the one about
Captain Paddy Graydon's torpedo mules. On the eve of the Battle of
Valverde, Captain Graydon and several men from his independent
company of New Mexico volunteers supposedly led two old mules
laden with howitzer shells to the outskirts of the Rebel encampment.
They lit the fuses on the shells and shooed these four-legged bombs
toward the enemy camp, with Graydon's party beating a hasty retreat.
To their consternation, the mules turned and followed them until the
fuses burned down and the shells exploded, blowing the unfortunate
animals instead of the Texan invaders to glory. This popular legend
can be traced only to an article published years later, and is now believed to be a wartime fiction. 1
John P. Wilson is a professional consultant in historical and archaeological research.
He received a doctorate in anthropology from Harvard University. He is the author of
two books and numerous articles about New Mexico, and the winner of several prestigious awards for his research and writing.
1. George H. Pettis, "The Confederate Invasion of New Mexico and Arizona," in
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, 4 vols. (New York: The Century Co:, 1884-1888), 2:1056; Jerry D. Thompson, Desert Tiger: Captain Paddy Graydon and the Civil War in the Far
Southwest (El Paso: Texas Western Press, 1992), 35.
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Another enduring story had the federal soldiers at Fort Fillmore,
the southernmost post in the territory, abandoning the fort and march,ing off with their canteens full of whiskey, after a skirmish with the
Confederates then occupying nearby Mesilla. By late morning on this
hot July day most of the men had dropped out of the ranks, because
of drunkenness or fatigue, while their more sober comrades trudged
on to San Augustin Springs only to surrender without a fight. An early
version of this tale went as follows:
For several days previous to the evacuation nearly the whole garrison had slept upon their arms. Most of the provisions on hand
in the commissary were stowed away in wagons already, but several boxes of Hospital Brandy and barrels of Commissary Whiskey
were to be left behind and, of course, first one, then another, took
a taste, then a drink, at last filled the canteens, and had to march
next day, without a drop of water, over heavy sand and a long
stretch of dry road, to camp at San Augustin Sprin,gs.2
The whiskey-filled canteens have drawn more attention than any
other part of this whole sorry affair, yet the official records are silent
about this detail. Because there was apparently no mention at the time,
historians have sought to prick the whiskey bubble, as one put it, and
reduce the legend to a simple literary excess. 3 Yet there are firsthand
accounts of what happened that day, July 27, 1861, that permit different
conclusions.
During the late spring of 1861, many southern-born army officers
in New Mexico, including the departmental commander, resigned their
commissions and rode south to join the new Confederacy. Colonel
Edward R. S. Canby assumed charge of the Military Department of
New Mexico and immediately faced a host of problems: supply shortages, too few officers, efforts to subvert the enlisted men's loyalties,
and hostile Indians. He soon learned that Texans in EI Paso and southerners in the Mesilla Valley might try to seize Fort Fillmore, situated
six miles from Mesilla, the largest town in southern New Mexico. To
block this move, Canby ordered Major Isaac Lynde to abandon Fort
McLane, a post about fifteen miles south of the Santa Rita copper mines,
2. "New Mexico," Las Vegas Gazette (Las Vegas, New Mexico), August 25, 1877,

p. 1.
3. A. F. H. Armstrong, "The Case of Major Isaac Lynde," New Mexico Historical'
Review 36 (January 1961), 18-21; A. Blake Brophy, "Fort Fillmore, N.M., 1861: Public
Disgrace and Private Disaster," The Journal of Arizona History 9 (Winter 1968), 211-12.
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and march his men to Fort Fillmore. Lynde did so and assumed command there on July 5, 1861. 4
A Confederate flag already flew over Mesilla and by one account
even in the sutler's store at Fort Fillmore. 5 By late July, Lynde had
almost five hundred men of his own Seventh Infantry regiment plus
two companies of the Regiment of Mounted Riflemen at hand. Facing
him at Fort Bliss, Texas, scarcely forty miles to the south, was the
Second Regiment, Texas Mounted Rifles. The commander, Lieutenant
Colonel John R. Baylor, Confederate States of America, followed a few
days after the regiment arrived on July 1.
For three weeks the Texan and Union patrols scouted one another.
Finally Baylor advanced up the Rio Grande and on July 25 he occupied
Mesilla. Major Lynde made a half-hearted attempt to oust him, but a
few rounds of musketry drove the Union troops back to Fort Fillmore
and allowed the Confederate to keep possession of Mesilla. By the
following afternoon, or so he claimed later, the embattled major had
"reliable information" that a battery of artillery would soon join the
enemy. This prompted him to order Fort Fillmore abandoned and the
public property that could not be transported destroyed. Many supplies
were instead captured by Baylor. 6
About 1:00 A.M. on July 27, the Fillmore garrison fired the buildings
and took up its liI1e of march for Fort Stanton, some 130 miles to the
northeast. A little after sunrise, Baylor's scouts spotted the dust cloud
stirred up by the marchers and quickly rode off in pursuit. Exhausted
infantrymen were already dropping out of the. ranks, suffering from
heat and thirst, practically waiting to be captured. Lynde's retreat quickly
turned into a disaster. Early in the afternoon the old major surrendered
what remained of his forces at San Augustin Springs, over the protests
of his own officers. Lieutenant Colonel Baylor, with less than 200 men,
4. See The War of the Rebellion: A CompiLation of the Official Records of the Union and
Confederate Armies, Series 1, 53 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1880-1898), 1:602-6, 4:35-61; Ray C. Colton, The Civil War in the Western Territories: Arizona,
Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1959), 6-8;
Alwyn Barr, ed., Charles Porter's Account of the Confederate Attempt to Seize Arizona and
New Mexico (Austin: Pemberton Press, 1964), 4-7; Brophy, "Fort Fillmore," 197-98. Edward R. S. Canby, a brevet lieutenant colonel at the time, received notice of his promotion
to colonel early in August 1861.
5. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:14, 56; H. Bill, Ft. Craig, to Dear Mother, July 30,
1861, encl. 3 in file N-189 (1861), Letters Received, Adjutant General's Office 1861-1870,
Microfilm Publication M-619, roll 42, Records of the Adjutant General's Office, 1780s-"1917, Record Group 94, National Archives (hereafter file N-189, AGO, M-619, RG 94).
6. Galveston News, August 20, 1861, reprinted from The Mesilla Times of August 3,
1861.
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Reconstruction drawing of Fort Fillmore in 1861, by Alice Wesche. Original in author's collection.
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had captured 492 officers and men of the Seventh U.s. Infantry plus
a hundred more from the Regiment of Mounted Riflemen. Most were
released on parole within a few days.7
The sudden loss of nearly 600 troops without even a token resistance led to a storm of controversy over whom to blame. Within days,
Lynde was proclaimed a coward and a traitor for surrendering to an
inferior force. Some of his junior officers, mindful of damage to their
own careers, preferred charges against their former commander. Colonel Canby intended to court martial the luckless major, but he could
not assemble enough officers of proper rank to hold a court and so
referred the whole matter to the Army's Western Department at St.
Louis, Missouri. Lynde's adjutant, Lieutenant Edward J. Brooks, was
suspected of treasonable conduct although not formally charged. 8 Lynde was held solely responsible for this debacle and dismissed
from the army without a hearing. Letters, memoirs, and testimony by
officers and men showed the stigma that they felt. By excoriating the
major, they sought to remove the shadow cast over their own reputations and cleanse their consciences of any culpability. Baylor reportedly spotted a conspiracy forming within a day or two of the surrender
to place all of the blame on Lynde, who in the Confederate's opinion
"was no more to blame than the rest of them, and in fact not as much. "9
Charles Porter, not present but serving in New Mexico at the time, cut
very close to the heart of the matter when he wrote
As a matter of fact the surrender was discreditable to all of the
officers included in its terms, none of whom had grasped the
possibilities of the situation. They all protested at the time against
the surrender, but it was then too late. lO
7. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:2-20; Martin Hardwick Hall, "The Skirmish at
Mesilla," Arizona and the West 1 (Winter 1959), 343-51; Raymond McCoy, "Victory at Fort
Fillmore," New Mexico Magazine 39 (August 1961), 20-23, 35; File #107, Papers in Major
Isaac Lynde's Case (1861), Letters Received, Records of the Office of the Judge Advocate
General (Army), Record Group 153, National Archives (hereafter file 107, JAG, RG 153).
8. War-of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:7-14. The primary sources are file N-189, AGO,
M-619, RG 94; and file 107, JAG, RG i53.
9. State (undated) by N. Wickliffe, encl. 17, file N-189, AGO, M-619, RG 94. Nathaniel Wickliffe had resigned as a first lieutenant in the Ninth U.s. Infantry effective
May 17,1861, and was traveling east as part of the Alonzo Ridley/Albert Sidney Johnston
party that arrived in Mesilla the day after the surrender. Francis B. Heitman, Historical
Register and Dictionary of the United States Army from Its Organization, September 29, 1789
to March 2, 1903, 2 vols. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1965), 1:1033; Martin H.
Hall, "Albert Sidney Johnston's First Confederate Command," The McNeese Review 13
(1962), 8.
10. Barr, ed., Charles Porter, 10-11.
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There are many accounts of what happened between July 25-27,
1861. In the 1960s two writers, A. F. H. Armstrong and A. Blake Brophy,
marshaled newspaper articles, official records, personal documents,
and reminiscent writings in their incisive studies of these three days.
They examined the motives of individuals and sought to explain their
actions, playing down the emotionalism surrounding the events. Neither credited the whiskey story and both agreed with Lynde's superiors
that the old garrison soldier had shown an incapacity for leadership
and a want of good judgment. 11
Armstrong and Brophy had reasonable grounds for doubting that
the Fort Fillmore soldiers were drunk. According to Armstrong, none
of the official accounts, Union or Confederate, mentioned liquor in
connection with the surrender. 12 The source of the story apparently
lay in the memoirs of Hank Smith, a Confederate private who presumably invented the tale or displaced it from some other place or
time. Brophy cited as the earliest reference a potboiler history of the
Civil War published in 1866. He found no basis for the claims unless
one wanted to trust Smith. 13
Smith's reminiscences, published only in 1928-29, could scarcely
have been the source for earlier allegations that Lynde's soldiers were
drinking and passing out. I4 H<;>race Greeley, Hubert Howe Bancroft,
and a set of Civil War recollections in the Las Vegas Gazette all gave
versions of the whiskey incident. Is New Mexico historian Ralph E.
Twitchell cited the story without comment to Greeley, while Father
Stanley and William A. Keleher credited the Las Vegas Gazette article
quoted above. I6 Until 1961, no one listed Smith as their source!
What Smith said was that he helped pursue. the Fort Fillmore
garrison
11. Armstrong, "Case of Major Isaac Lynde," 1-35; Brophy, "Fort Fillmore," 195218.
12. Armstrong, "Case of Major Isaac Lynde," 19-20.
13. Brophy, "Fort Fillmore," 211-12.
14. Hattie M. Anderson, ed., "With the Confederates in New Mexico During the
Civil War-Memoirs of Hank Smith," Panhandle-Plains Historical Review 2 (1929), 65-97.
15. Horace Greeley, The American Conflict: A History of the Great Rebellion in the United
States of America, 1860-'65, 2 vols. (Hartford: O. D. Case, 1866), 2:19-20; Hubert Howe
Bancroft, The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft, Vol. 17, History of Arizona and New Mexico,
1530-1888 (San Francisco: The History Company, 1889), 699; "New Mexico," Las Vegas.
Gazette, August 25, 1877, p. 1.
16. Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexico History,S vols. (Cedar
Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, 1911-1917),2:364; F. Stanley (Father Stanley Crocchoila),
Fort Union (New Mexico) (Denver: The World Press, 1953), 152-54; William A. Keleher,
Turmoil in New Mexico 1846-1868 (Santa Fe: The Rydal Press, 1952), 150.
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... [a)bout fifteen miles and we began to overtake the infantry
scattered along the road in little bunches of ten or twenty. On
demand of their surrender they dropped their guns, but we made
them march on until we had about one hundred of them. We
would stack the guns and take all of the ammunition from them.
We found some of the guns loaded with whiskey and a good
portion 6f the soldiers drunk and begging for water. 17
"Guns loaded with whiskey" probably had reference to a qvil Warera joke about Irish soldiers and their ingenuity in keeping whiskey
close at hand. 18 Smith, no teetotaler himself, stressed the lack of water
more than the presence of whiskey. Unfortunately his memoirs contained glaring inaccuracies and a confusing chronology, nor were his
personal experiences always separated from what he had heard. His
volunteer company, the Arizona Guards, was mustered into Confederate service only on August 8, 1861. This alone indicated that Smith
probably was not present during the chase after Lynde's troops.
Two Union accounts also appear to be hearsay. The Las Vegas Gazette story formed part of a series called "Reminiscences of the Late
War in New Mexico" that ran without a by-line between August 25
and September 19, 1877. The internal references to buglers, to the Fifth
U.S. Infantry, and finally in the September 15 issue to "Captain Santiago L. Hubble's Co. B, 5th N.M. Mounted Vols. of which our informant was a bugler at that time" (the end of March in 1862) all confirm
Keleher's implicit identification of the writer as Louis Hommel. 19 Was
Hommel an eyewitness at Fort Fillmore?
Hommel, also known as Alois Hammel and Luis Hamil, can be
traced for about ten years from his military service records. 20 He served
a five-year enlistment in the band of the Fifth U.S. Infantry and received
his ~ischarge on March 17, 1862. One week later he enlisted for three
years in Company B of the Fifth New Mexico Infantry with an appointment as bugler from the day of his enrollment. At the.time of the
Fort Fillmore surrender Hommel was therefore with the Headquarters
staff and band of the Fifth U.S. Infantry, at either Fort Fauntleroy or
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Three months later the band arrived at
17. Anderson, "With the Confederates in New Mexico," 78.
18. Bell Irvin Wiley, The Life of Johnny Reb: The Common Soldier of the Confederacy
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., 1971), 42.
19. Keleher, Turmoil, 150, 185-86, 197, 201, 207.
20. Compiled Service Records of Volunteer Soldiers Who Served in Organizations
from the Territory of New Mexico, Microfilm Publication M-427, rolls 9, 40, Records of
the Adjutant General's Office, 1780s-1917, Record Group 94, National Archives.
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Fort Craig, New Mexico, which became the headquarters of the Fifth
U.S. Infantry on November 28, 1861. The Battle of Valverde on February
21, 1862, saw Hommel at Fort Craig, but as a noncombatant. At neither
Fort Fillmore nor the Battle of Valverde was the bugler an eyewitness.
When compared with reports by participants, Hommel's claims were
overdramatized and unreliable.
Charles Porter enlisted in Company E of the Fifth U.S. Infantry
in April 1858. He advanced rapidly and by August had become quartermaster sergeant of the regiment. During the New Mexico campaign
of 1861-62 his position was almost exactly that of bugler Hommel: a
noncombatant and an indirect participant. His colorful account of the
events of July 27, 1861, was written some time after 1880 and first
published in 1964. He said that
The Commissary storehouses were thrown open and everyone
was permitted to help himself to the whiskey which then formed
part of the subst. supplies... ; The day was intensely hot, the
plain over which the Command had to travel was arid, parched,
treeless and waterless. The half drunken and demoralized men
commenced almost immediately to fall out of ranks and to tumble
down by the wayside.... The terrible straggling and demoralization of the command must have been due to other than the mere
fatigues of the march. Perhaps the Commissary whiskey was left
easily accessible on purpose. 21
Porter clearly thought that whiskey had been a prime factor in the
straggling retreat. His informants would have been paroled members
of the Fort Fillmore garrison while they were being organized at Fort
Union, New Mexico, for their march east to await their exchange.
Porter's account raises the question of commissary whiskey. It
existed but was not a regular ration item. Revised Regulations for the
Army of the United States, 1861 state, under "Issues," that
One gill of whiskey is allowed daily, in case of excessive fatigue
and exposure.ll
Not surprisingly, the list of captured commissary stores at Fort Fillmore
did not include whiskey. 23
21. Barr, ed., Charles Porter, 9-10.
22. Revised Regulations for the Army of the United States, 1861 (Philadelphia: George
W. Childs, 1862), 244. A gill is four fluid ounces or one-quarter of a pint.
23. Galveston News, August 20, 1861, reprinting from The Mesilla Times of August 3,
1861.
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Another source of alcohol on an army post would have been the
sutler's store. At that period, a sutler's conduct was regulated by the
officers in the garrison. Since we lack the post orders, policies regarding
spiritous liquor at Fort Fillmore are not known. Two gills a day for an
enlisted man had been the limit at Fort Thorn, New Mexico. 24 Samuel
J. Jones, supporter of the pro-southern Mesilla Times and notorious
Rebel sympathizer, held the sutler appointment at Fort Fillmore from
September 20, 1860, until August 17, 1861, but the actual situation is
less clear. 25 The Mesilla Times for July 20, 1861, reported that Jones had
resigned as sutler at Fort Fillmore, with Messrs. Tully and Ochoa appointed to fill the vacancy. Perhaps, if the sutlership was in transition
during late July, no one was minding the store.
Porter was not the only one to make the point that July 27 was
unusually hot. The question is, was it? The Mesilla Times' two-page
edition for Saturday, July 27, 1861, gave the 1:00 P.M. temperatures for
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday as 91°, 91°, and 95°F, respectively,
with 100° readings the previous Saturday and Sunday. The 7:00 A.M.
temperatures ranged in the middle to high 70S. 26 Modern weather
records for Las Cruces, New Mexico, show the average high reading
on July 27 as 93°F, the maximum high being 105°F recorded in 1980. 27
Saturday, July 27, 1861, in the Mesilla Valley was probably hot but not
unseasonably so.
.
.
The most curious aspect in this whole affair is the apparent slow
pace of the retreat. Lynde's column started at around 1:00 or 2:00 A.M.,
marched up the valley about four miles, then turned to the right toward
the Organ Mountains and San Augustin Pass. 28 By dawn they were
only eight or ten miles east of Las Cruces. 29 About 7:00 A.M. the men,
supposedly having started with dry canteens, began to wish they had
24. John C. Reid, Reid's Tramp; or, a Journal of the Incidents of Ten Months Travel through
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Sonora, and California (Austin: The Steck Company, 1935),

In.

.

25. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:38; Francis Alfred Lord, Civil War Sutlers and Their
Wares (New York: T. Yoseloff, 1969), 119. For a brief biography of Samuel J. Jones, see
B. Sacks, Be It Enacted: The Creation of the Territory of Arizona (Phoenix: Arizona Historical
Foundation, 1964), 97-98.
26. Microfilm Edition of The Mesilla Times, 1860-1862 (Santa Fe, 1977), New Mexico
State Records Center and Archives.
27. Personal communication, Dr. Norman MaIm, New Mexico State University, Las
Cruces, New Mexico, June 28, 1982; statistics reconfirmed January 1991.
28. Undated (ca. 1865) statement of Capt. Francis J. Crilly, encl. 10 in file N-189,
AGO, M-619, RG 94. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:5, 12.
29. James Cooper McKee, Narrative of the Surrender.of a Command of u.s. Forces at
Fort Fillmore, New Mexico, in July, A.D., 1861 (Houston: Stagecoach Press, 1960), 26.
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Raymond McCoy Collection, History Library, Museum of New Mexico.

toted some water along. At around 9:00 A.M. the heat of the sun and
lack of water caused the soldiers to begin falling out of ranks, exhausted. By Major Lynde's own account, the command advanced without difficulty until daylight, but the troops started to collapse near the
ascent to San Augustin Pass, about six miles short of the spring. 30
Why, after marching through the cool night hours and half of the
morning, had the column not progressed farther? They w~re not unduly burdened; the order for abandoning the post stipulated that "[t]he
men will be permitted to carry but one blanket and no extra clothing
except what they carryon their persons ... " together with forty rounds
of ammunition. 31 A narrative from a few years earlier described the
Seventh U.S. Infantry en route to Utah as marching four miles per
30. "Major Lynde's Surrender-Great Suffering," New- York Daily Tribune, November
13, 1861, p. 6; Crilly statement, file N-189, AGO, M-619, RG 94; War of the Rebellion,
Series I, 4:5.
31. General Orders No. 37, Hd. Qrs., Fort Fillmore, N.M., July 26,1861, encl. 3 in
file N-189, AGO, M-619, RG 94.
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hour during the first two hours in early morning, slackening to three
miles per hour after that. 32 Lynde was perfectly familiar with long
marches; just two years before he had led several companies on an
expedition through northern Utah, Nevada, and Idaho that covered
many hundreds of miles and required three months. 33 When the entire
Seventh Infantry regiment transferred from Fort Bridger in Wyoming
to New Mexico during the summer of 1860, the major headed up one
of the, battalions for the first month of their 1,067-mile trek. On the
whole, that journey was uneventful. 34 More recently, Lynde had left
Fort McLane, New Mexico, with the Seventh Infantry Headquarters
staff and regimental band on June 30, 1861, and marched somewhat
more than 100 miles to arrive at Fort Fillmore on July 4. 35 Three weeks
later, everything went wrong.
The route on July 27 between Las Cruces (at 3,900 feet above sea
level) and modem-day Organ~ New Mexico (5,100 feet), was a longestablished one with easy grades. Beyond Organ the grade increases
as one ascends toward San Augustin Pass (5,700 feet), below which
and four miles distant lay San Augustin Springs. The explanation for
this slow progress during the morning hours must lie elsewhere than
the normal fitness of the Seventh Infantry or their route. As Porter
said,
These same men had marched greater distances over equally trying
country and in as hot weather. The terrible straggling and demoralization of the command must have been due to other than
the mere fatigue of the march. 36
As of July, Colonel Canby had just begun to raise the New Mexico
volunteer regiments' he would need to fight alongside the Regular
'troops. On their part, the Confederates were attempting to subvert
recruitment by sowing mistrustY The Union commander tried promptly
32. Dale F. Giese, ed., My Life with the Army in the West: The Memoirs of James E.
Farmer, J858-1898 (Santa Fe: Stagecoach Press, 1967), 18-19.
33. U.S. Congress, Senate, "Affairs in the Department of Utah," 1859, Senate Ex.
Doc. 2 (Serial 1024), 36th Congress, 1st Session, 1860, 240-55.
.
34. Lewis F. Roe, untitled journal of a march from Fort Bridger, Wyoming, 'to Fort
Craig, New Mexico, June 7 to August 30, 1860, copy in author's possession.
35. War of the Rebel/ion, Series t 4:58-59; Robert W. Frazer, Forts and Supplies: The
Role of the Army in the Economy of the Southwest, 1846--1861 (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1983), 178.
36. Barr, ed., Charles Porter, 9-10.
37. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:41-74, 88-89; John P. Wilson, Merchants, Guns &
Money: The Story of Lincoln County and Its Wars (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press,
1987), 16.
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to defuse any doubts about loyalties since he faced a prospect that his
Regular soldiers would be withdrawn for service elsewhere. The last
. thing that Canby needed was a flock of rumors that might discredit
his actions, especially if the stories contained even a grain of truth.
These circumstances help to explain several otherwise enigmatic
orders. On August 27, Canby expressed
... great gratification that certain reports and statements with
regard to the troops included in the surrender of San Augustine
Springs are unfounded and slanderous....
implying that there had been suspicions of treason. 38 The reports and
statements have never been identified. The next day, the colonel wrote
orders· to Captains Alfred Gibbs and J. H. Potter, who respectively
commanded the detachments of the Regiment of Mounted Riflemen
(Third U.S. Cavalry since August 3, 1861) and Seventh U.s. Infantry
parolees about to depart for Fort Leavenworth. In these orders he
stressed that
... The Colonel commanding directs that the most exact discipline
be observed in your command and that the non-commissioned
officers and men should understand that their condition so far
from relaxing, imposes upon them additional obligations of obedience, good order and discipline. 39
In other words, Canby was imposing a gag order. He did not need
more rumors floating around, especially if these sprang from as-yet
unproven allegations about disloyalty, drunkenness, or disobedience.
The Fillmore surrender had already become a cause cell?bre. In New
Mexico, after Canby found that he could not assemble a court adequate
in numbers and in rank of its members to court martial Major Lynde,
he ordered the major to proceed to Fort Leavenworth while he forwarded the charges to St. Louis, with his recommendation for a general
court martial.·The charges, signed by Captain Potter, Seventh Infantry,
a Lynde subordinate at San Augustin Springs, alleged that the major
abandoned and surrendered his command to an inferior force, and
38. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:3. Also Potter to Canby, August 20, 1861, in file
107, JAG, RG 153.
39. Anderson to Gibbs, Anderson to Potter, both August 28, 1861, Letters Sent by
the Ninth Military Department, the Department of New Mexico, and the District of New
Mexico 1849-1890, Microfilm Publication M-1072, roll 2, vol. 7 (April 1861-February 1862),
156-58, Records of United States Army Continental Commands, 1821-1920, Record Group
393, National Archives (hereafter LS, DNM, M-1072, roll 2, RG 393).
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had so conducted his march "as to completely break down and destroy
the moral and physique of a part of his command" rendering it unable
.
to engage the enemy. 40
Canby's orders of August 27 and 28 and his recommendation regarding Major Lynde refleet a concern with the undermining of his
efforts to defend the. territory. Until the charges against the veteran
officer and possibly Lieutenant Brooks, his adjutant, were resolved,
closed mouths on the parts of all involved were the best policy.
The three testimonies cited thus far were by persons not present
at the surrender. Other individuals who were there eventually spoke
up. The El Paso Herald for November 9 and 16, 1901, carried George
Wythe Baylor's lengthy biographical sketch of his elder brother, John
R. BaylorY In 1861 the younger Baylor, then a first lieutenant in Confederate service, had been detached from Fort Clark, Texas, toaccompany John R. Baylor to New Mexico as his battalion adjutant. A reference
to Lieutenant Baylor in the older Baylor's official report confirms that
his brother was present during the pursuit and surrender of the Fort
.
Fillmore garrison. 42
George Wythe Baylor's statements about the events of July 27
generally paralleled the reports in the War of the Rebellion . . . Official
Records series, although he managed to telescope the skirmish at Mesilla
and Lynde's retreat into a single day. As for the condition of the Federal
troops,
The regulars of that day in the ranks had a weakness for fire water
and we learned that many instead of filling their canteens with
water, filled them with whiskey, instead of destroying it as ordered. So, many fell by the wayside, and the adjutant and two
men surrounded nineteen, like the Irishman, who had taken a
drink at a small spring, set their guns against a rock, and stepped
off about forty yards and were lying down under the shade of a
live oak tree. Lieut. Baylor crawled up and ran between them and
their guns, Dr. Barclay and Private Barnes close behind, and the
Feds were scooped. 43
·40. Anderson to Lynde, September 3, 1861, and Canby to A.A.G. Western Dept.,
September 22, October 6, 1861, in LS, DNM, M-1072, roll 2, 173-74, 275, 487, RG 393;
"Charges and Specifications preferred against Major Isaac Lynde Sev.enth U.S. Infantry,"
September 18, 1861, in file 107, JAG, RG 153.
41. George Wythe Baylor, "Of an Unusual Life" and "Days of Civil War," £1 Paso
Herald, November 9, 16, 1901, pp. 9, 7.
42. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:18.
43. Baylor, "Of an Unusual Life."
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Other accounts mentioned this detachment captured by a spring, but
gave their number as twenty-four. Although written forty years after
the event, Baylor's narrative was that of an eyewitness.
Several of Lynde's subordinate officers wrote bitter attacks on the
major in the months and years following the surrender. Only Francis
Crilly, a Seventh Infantry second lieutenant, mentioned whiskey. In
testimony given in 1865, Crilly (now a captain) claimed that as the
junior officer in the command he had little knowledge of what was
going on. However, he confessed that
. . . some of the liquor got among the men and there were a few
instances of intoxication, but it was not by any means general,
probably not so much as would be ordinarily among troops chang. ing their station. 44
This was as much as any officer in the Seventh Infantry ever admitted.
Lieutenant Colonel Benjamin Roberts, Third U.s. Cavalry, had
been commanding Fort Stanton, New Mexico, at the time of the Fillmore debacle. Roberts later expressed his opinion in a private communication to Canby. After complaining about officers who "daily
debauch themselves with whiskey," he asked what could be expected
of the men?
... Lynde's surrender was, as I believe, consequential upon whiskey! The tampering with the loyalty of the men by the officers who
have joined the Rebels, helped to effect the mass, but the principal
"level" [sic1was whiskey. 45
At the time he wrote this, Roberts commanded Fort Craig where he
was busily destroying all of the whiskey within reach and seizing the
property of persons peddling it.
Two enlisted men's versions of what happened soon appeared in
newspapers outside of the territory. A Seventh Infantry veteran wrote
an extremely long letter on October 22, 1861, just before his detachment
of parolees arrived at Fort Riley, Kansas. Whether intended for publication or not, the New York Daily Tribune printed it three weeks later. 46
The account itself said nothing about whiskey. The writer asserted that
after starting on the road to Las Cruces, the men assumed that they
44. Crilly statement, file N-189, AGO, M-619, RG 94.
45. Roberts to Canby, October 5, 1861, in LR, DNM, M-1120, roll 28, RG 393.
46. "Major Lynde's Surrender-Great Suffering," New-York Daily Tribune, November
13, 1861, p. 6.
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would follow the Rio Grande upstream to Fort Craig "and therefore
never thought of filling our canteens." To their surprise, they turned
off on the road toward Fort Stanton.
This manner of marching flew in the face of army regulations:
.. Soldiers are not to stop for water; and canteens should be
filled before starting47
and of common sense as well. Even had the men's canteens been dry,
the seven wagons accompanyirig them should have carried a ten-gallon
water cask on each wagon. To claim that veterans would start off on
a long march along a known route, in light marching order and in the
presence of the enemy, but with empty canteens, invites disbelief.
A paroled Third Cavalryman, no less disgusted than Lieutenant
Colonel Roberts, broke his silence on the march east with a statement
to a Leavenworth, Kansas, newspaper. After describing (accurately)
the skirmish at Mesilla and the retreat to Fort Fillmore, he continuedNext day all were engaged in fortifying. At half past ten an
order was given to evacuate that night. The Commissary was ordered to roll out the whiskey, and the infantry were allowed to
drink it and fill their canteens. No water was furnished for the hot
march before them. The march was undertaken in the most irregular manner, and before we had gone ten miles, men were dropping from the ranks and falling down drunk.
.
At two [sic] in the morning, Texan troops were seen advancing
on the Los Crusas road. Our Adjutant, on being informed of it,
made no preparations to resist an attack, but said: "They have
nothing to fear from us."
Of the seven companies, so many had been left drunk and
captured that no more than two companies went into camp.
The officers left us and held a long council of war. The men
of the rifle command decided among themselves to fight. Just as
they were ready, Capt. Gibbs came up, ordered a retreat upon
camp, saying: "We will fight them there." As soon as we reached
there we were formed into line and told to dismount for the last
time: "You are turned over'as prisoners of war." All our arms and
supplies were given up, the oath was administered, and next day
we were released on parole. 48
The anonymous writer made it clear that it was the Seventh Infantry
47. Revised Regulations for the Army of the United States, 1861,98.
48. "The Surrender of Fort Fillmore, New Mexiccr-The Treason of the Officers,"
Daily Conservative. (Leavenworth, Kansas), October 19, 1861, p. 2.
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who loaded themselves with whiskey. His letter found its way into
Frank Moore's Rebellion Record, a multivolume "instant history" compiled and printed during the war. The similarities in phrasing show
that Moore became the source for Greeley's briefer version of the
episode. 49
From their initial destination at Fort Leavenworth, paroled companies of the Seventh Infantry were sent on to Fort Niagara, Fort
Ontario, Sacketts Harbor, and Rouse's Point, all in upstate New York,
to do garrison duty while awaiting a formal prisoner exchange. In an
attempt to find whether anyone wrote to the local newspapers there,
two county historians graciously examined papers in Niagara Falls,
Lockport, and Oswego, New York, for the later months of 1861 and
early 1862. Journals in all three cities mentioned the arrival of the new
companies, but otherwise gave only the generally known background
about the New Mexico surrender. 50
Finally, there is the case of John Fitz Lindahl (or Lendal), an old
soldier and bandsman in the Seventh Infantry, one of those surrendered and paroled. He was drunk; he admitted it. In the spring of 1862
he told his story while sitting in the guardhouse at Fort Craig (punctuation original):
John Fitz Lindahl: was in the 7th Infy. and surrendered by Major
. Lynde: Stopped behind drunk and lost from his comrades; went
to El Paso, and pressed into service by the Texans under Sibley as
a bugler: afterwards acted as a cook: was taken with Texans to
Albuquerque, where he made his escape and while on his way,
as he says, to Fort Craig to deliver himself up, was arrested by
Capt. Graydon: has been a month in the Guard House. 51
Colonel Christopher "Kit" Carson evidently accepted Lindahl's explanation and recommended "that he be released as he can do neither
good or harm to any cause."52
49. Frank Moore, ed., The Rebellion Record: A Diary of American Events, 12 vols. (New
York: G. P. Putnam, 1862), 3:52-53; Greeley, The American Conflict, 19-20.
50. Personal communications, 1. Richard Reed, Lockport, New York, November 4,
1976, and Anthony Slozek, Oswego, New York, November 30, 1976. I appreciate most
sincerely these newspaper searches by Reed and Slozek, county historians for Niagara
and Oswego counties respectively in New York State.
51. "List of Prisoners in Guard House whose cause of arrest is not explained by
Guard Book," Fort Craig, New Mexico, April 25, 1862, in LR, DNM, M-1120, roll 29,
RG 393 (no file no.).
52. "List of Prisoners (Citizens) in Confinement at Albuquerque N.M.," May 13,
1862, file C-85 of 1862 in LR, DNM, M-1120, roll 15, RG 393.
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There is another dimension to this story that has never been explored. This is the charge that seven months after the surrender at San
Augustin Springs, Union soldiers from Fort Craig fought the Battle of
Valverde with whiskey in their canteens.
Theophilus Noel arrived in New Mexico with Confederate General
H. H. Sibley's "Army of New Mexico" late in 1861. Noel contracted
smallpox and had to remain behind in the Mesilla Valley until the
'conclusion of the campaign, when he rejoined the brigade and stayed
with it until taken prisoner in Louisiana the following year. Perhaps
while marking time as a parolee, Noel wrote a book that he called a
history of the Old Sibley Brigade; basing it upon his own notes and
memory, official correspondence, and at least one diary. Early in 1865
it was published in Shreveport, Louisiana. 53
Noel's history made a tongue-in-cheek reference to "the world
renowned San Augustine Springs" but otherwise omitted any mention
of the Fort Fillmore surrender. As for the Battle of Valverde, he proclaimed that
... Every Yank had one or more canteens and a haversack (bread
basket), and everyone disrobed himself on leaving the field. Many
of their canteens were filled with whiskey, and it is said that those
of the battery were tinctured with ether. 54
The battery would have been McRae's Battery, overrun and captured
by the Confederates at Valverde.
Sergeant A. B. Peticolas, Company C, Fourth Regiment, Texas
Mounted Volunteers, also carne to New Mexico with Sibley. Three
months later he participated in the capture of McRae's Battery. The
surviving portions of Peticolas' diary begin on February 21, 1861, the
day of the Valverde battle. His lengthy account of that day's events
noted that "Liquor and sweet spirits of nitre was found in considerable
quantities on the field, no doubt to make the soldiers brave by the use
of it.,,55
Thus we have two references, one by an eyewitness, that claim
liquor and other interesting substances were found in the Union can53, Theophilus Noel, A Campaign from Santa Fe to the Mississippi, Being a History of
the Old Sibley Brigade from Its First Organization to the Present Time (Shreveport: Shreveport
News Printing Establishment, 1865); reprinted under the same title by Stagecoach Press,
Houston, Texas, 1961.
54. Noel, A Campaign from Santa Fe (1961), 30.
55. Don E. Alberts, ed., Rebels on the Rio Grande: The Civil War Journal of A. B. Petieolas
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984), 51.
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teens at Valverde. Ether, also called ethyl ether, and sweet spirit of
nitre (spirit of ethyl nitrite; spirit of nitrous ether) were two commonly
used drugs during the Civil War; ether as an ane~thetic (although
chloroform was favored by a wide margin) and antispasmodic; sweet
spirit of nitre as a diuretic and diaphoretic as well as in the treatment
of malaria and probably other diseases, particularly fevers. 56 Army
medical stocks included both, but their presence on a battlefield suggests something other than legitimate use.
Spirit of nitrous ether appears to have been dropped from pharmacopoeias about thirty years ago, but older medical and pharmacological literature describe its properties. It is an alcoholic solution of
ethyl nitrite, is slightly soluble in water, and is decomposed by it.
Physiological effects include increased breathing and pulse rates in
response to oxygen deprivation in the body, a fall in blood pressure,
increased sweating, muscular debility, and in high concentrations, narcosis. 57 In general, the symptoms would be those of intoxication. If
adulterated, spirit of nitrous ether was said "to be rendered utterly
worthless as a medicine.,,58 Since water decomposed rather than adulerated the drug, mixing it with water in a canteen would shortly
render it of no (~edicinal) effect. Spirit of nitrous ether added to whiskey might change the proof or the taste, but probably not the effects.
Ether is a member of a chemical group that includes alcohols. After
absorption into the blood, all of these induce a longer or shorter period
of excitement with consequent intoxication or narcosis, in larger doses
followed by paralysis and death. The onset of symptoms is more rapid
and their duration shorter as compared with ethyl alcohol intoxication. 59 At one time ether was administered (medicinally) as spirit of
ether, in other words, an alcoholic preparation.
The reasons for ether and sweet spirit of nitre being in the canteens
56. Alfred Stille (M.D.), Therapeutics and Materia Medica: A Systematic Treatise on the
Action and Uses of Medicinal Agents, Including Their Description and History, 2nd edition, 2
vols. (Philadelphia: Blanchard and Lea, 1864),2:79-103,135-36; Otto Eisenschiml, "Medicine in the War," Civil War Times Illustrated 1 (May 1962), 4-7, 28-32; Bell Irvin Wiley,
The Life of Billy Yank: The Common Soldier of the Union (Garden City, New York: Doubleday,
1971), 137.
57. The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th edition, 29 vols. (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1911), 21:351; The Dispensatory of the United States of America,
20th edition (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 1918), 1032-34, 1048-52, also ibid., (1943),
1014-16. The Merck Index: An Encyclopedia of Chemicals and Drugs, 8th edition (Rahway,
New Jersey: Merck & Co., 1968),438.
58. Stille, Therapeutics, 2:135.
59. Stille, Therapeutics, 2:73-75. Encyclopaedica Britannica, 21:351. Clinical Toxicology of
Commercial Products (Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1969), Sect. II, 68.
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were obvious, and identical; soldiers expected that drinking these would
make them drunk or at least give them a high similar to the effects of
whiskey. In the absence of actual testimony, pharmacological literature .
indicates that soldier wisdom had a solid basis for their expectations.
The use, or more accurately ab~se, of drugs other than alcohol on
a Civil War battlefield is a new sidelight on this war. 6O Sergeant Peticolas
implied that the practice was not necessarily unknown. At the same
time no responsible officer would have sanctioned either alcohol or
drugs in battle, since the Dutch courage that resulted would have been
offset by a loss in alertness and reflex abilities. Such use might explain
the actions of a cannoneer who, in the moment of defeat, reportedly
sprang upon one of the caissons in McRae's Battery screaming "victory
or death" and fired his pistol into the' ammunition. The explosion
apparently blew him to pieces. 61
We now have the use of whiskey confirmed by both Union and
Confederate eyewitnesses during the Federals' retreat from Fort Fillmore, and claims of both liquor and drugs on the battlefield at Valverde.
The allegations that swirled around Lynde's surrender were more than
a simple literary excess, and the ability of soldiers to find something
intoxicating under almost any circumstances was demonstrated once
again. 62 In determining how and why this happened, 'Ye may come
to a better understanding of how persons who saw their own interests
threatened behaved.
Where did the liquor in .the Seventh Infantry's canteens come
from? Dr. James Cooper McKee, thep-ost surgeon at Fort Fillmore and
later one of Major Lynde's bitter critics, emphasized that all of the
medicines and the medicinal stores of brandy, whiskey, and wine were
broken up most completely.63 The Mesilla Times of July 27, 1861, supported the doctor's claim. Dr. McKee made such a point about this
that it might appear he protested too much; that by stressing his own
actions he sought to direct attention away from the hospital as a source
60. At the same time on eastern battlefields there were charges by both sides about
the enemy being crazy drunk on concoctions of whiskey and gunpowder; see Wiley,
Life of Billy Yank, 349-50, and L. Boyd Finch, "Surprise at Brashear City: Sherod Hunter's
Sugar Cooler Cavalry:' Louisiana History 25 (Fall 1984), 413, citing Andrew W. Sherman,
"Civil War Reminiscences:' Americana 4 (November 1909),882.
61. Nolie Mumey, Bloody Trails Along the Rio Grande: A day-by-day Diary of Alonzo
Ferdinand Ickis (Denver: Old West Publishing, 1958), 78. Sergeant Peticolas described the
same incident in a less dramatic manner and had a Confederate soldier leaping onto the
caisson; see Alberts, Rebels, 48. Both Ickis and Peticolas should have been eyewitnesses.
62. John D. Billings, Hardtack and Coffee: The Unwritten Story of Army Life (Boston:
George M. Smith, 1889), 141, 219; Wiley, Life of Johnny Reb, 42-43.
63. McKee, Narrative, 23-24.
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of liquor. Archaeological investigations in 1966 confirmed the presence
of large amounts of smashed glass around the hospital site, however. 64
The probable source was commissary whiskey, mentioned specifically
by Porter, Hommel, and the anonymous Third Cavalryman...
Did the presence of liquor make any difference in the unfolding
of events? By the morning of July 27, it probably mattered little. The
lack of water, lamented by nearly everyone, was more important. The
seeds of this disaster lay in Lynde's earlier failure to get ready for action
and to carry out the one really critical order that Canby gave him-to
keep the colonel fully informed as to what the Confederates were
doing. 65 Once the retreat began-primarily infantry, encumbered with
women and children, pursued by mounted troops, with exaggerated
reports of the enemy's strength pouring in-and the broad-scale failure
in leadership and command developed, the garrison's fate was almost
inevitable. To place much of the blame on whiskey is misleading; its
effects simply made the disintegration more complete.
More significant was the slow pace of the march during the early
hours of July 27, which kept Lynde's men within easy reach of Baylor's
Texans. Here perhaps is the last mystery and the best evidence for a
possible trail of deceit; the treachery that Canby had warned his southern commander to beware of. 66 Just three days earlier, Lieutenant William B. Lane had left Fort Fillmore with his company and a large train
of commissary stores, about sixty men in all, ordered north to Fort
Craig. According to his wife, Lydia Spencer Lane, their wagon master
sought to slow the pace of this party, but they received warning of
possible pursuit and speeded up to escape captureY In fact, at the
very moment when Lieutenant Lane's group was hastening on to Fort
Craig and Captain Alfred Gibbs' Company I, Regiment of Mounted
Riflemen, rode forty-five miles without water to a noontime rendezvous with Lynde's command, the Fillmore garrison was plodding eastward toward San Augustin Springs. The old major's later claim that
his demonstration on July 25 was intended to delay pursuit of the
commissary train rings hollow in the face of events that show his

64. John P. Wilson, "Excavations at Fort Fillmore," El Palacio 74 (Summer 1967), 35.
65. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:50-51. Anderson to Lynde, July 6, 1861, in file
107, JAG, RG 153; Lydia Spencer Lane, I Married a Soldier, or Old Days in the Old Army
(Albuquerque: Horn & Wallace, 1964), 106.
66. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:57. Anderson to Lynde, July 6, 1861, in file 107,
JAG, RG 153.
67. Lane, I Married a Soldier, 108-12.
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command traveling much more slowly than the situation demanded. 68
If there was a trail of deceit, who laid it? The major, or others? If whiskey
had a central role, why was it not noted in the official reports, by either
side, only to rise to the forefront in the twentieth century? We learn
from other sources that it was not unknown for soldiers, including the
Seventh Infantry, to set off on a march either inebriated or as close to
it as they could get, and even to prepare for battle in this manner. 69
With the presence of whiskey among Lynde's troops now established, we can answer these other questions. The Confederate records
may not have· mentioned whiskey because there was nothing unusual
about its presence in canteens ar in the soldiers themselves. Given an
opportunity, the Texans would have done the same. As for the Union
side, everyone realized that the blame fell upon Major Lynde as the
senior officer. The major, who initially faced the prospect of a court
martial, was an old army man who knew when to keep his mouth
shut, and to not hand his critics anything they did not already have.
His career was over but he could still hope for a semblance of honorable
retirement if his situation was not made worse.
His junior officers, on the other hand, viewed the oncoming war
as their opportunity to advance in rank, a prospect that could be dimmed
considerably if any blame accrued to themselves. During the autumn
of 1861 they added to the chorus of Qenouncements and left Lynde to
defend himself, a role that he considered a betrayal on their parts. Ten
years later he still felt this way, when he wrote that "... I did not
believe then that my junior officers would act toward me as they did."70
68. Major Isaac Lynde, "Brief statement of the facts preceeding and attending the
. surrender of a body of U.S. troops at San Augustine Springs, ..." ca. December 1861,
autograph original in file 107, JAG, RG 153; transcript as encl. 11, file N-189, AGO, M619, RG 94; see also War of the Rebellion, Series L 4:5-11, and Armstrong, "Case of Major
Isaac Lynde," 28-29.
.
69. See for example Giese, ed., My Life, 19; Finch, "Surprise at Brashear City," 41213; Donald Smythe, "John J. Pershing: Frontier Cavalryman," New Mexico Historical Review
38 (July 1963), 222; Harold D. Langley, ed., To Utah with the Dragoons and Glimpses of Life
in Arizona and California, 1858-1859 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1974), 25.
In the 1864 Hostetter's Alamanc we read that
On the march, or on the eve of an engagement, it is indispensable that the
powers of nature be reinforced by some invigorant. ... In the Union army
quinine combined with common whiskey has been tried, and is said, no doubt
with truth, to have done more harm than good. The rebels have adopted a still
more deleterious mixture,-gunpowder i1nd alcohol,-and the result has been
delirium for the time-being, and the most terrible after-results.
Hostetter's United States Almanac, for the Use of Merchants, Mechanics, Farmers and Planters,
and All Families. 1864 (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Hostetter and Smith, 1864), 8-9.
70. W. W. Mills, Forty Years at El Paso, 1858:-1898 (El Paso, Texas: Carl Hertzog, 1962),
49.
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His subordinates, responsible for maintaining discipline within their
companies, saw the matter as a case of protecting their careers. Indeed,
a resigned army officer who passed by and talked with Confederate
and Union officers at the time of the surrender wrote that "it seemed
to be settled" that the mounted Texans annoyed the retreating column
to such an extent that "there was little disposition on the part of the
company commanders to make resistance."71 Lynde was dropped from
the rolls of the army on November 25, 1861, without a hearing, then
restored to rank five years later and immediately retired.
The story of whiskey in the canteens is an attractive, folkloristic
explanation that provides a simple answer to what otherwise appears
to be inexplicable. If it was not true, it might have been invented
anyway. Nearly everyone at the time stressed the lack of water, even
those few who mentioned whiskey. Over the next century no one in
the Southwest seemed to be aware of Greeley's 1866 history, while
Bancroft, Twitchell, and Smith all passed the story along without comment. It remained for Father Stanley and William Keleher to repeat an
obscure, overdramatized version of the tale without checking its truthfulness, and help fix this legend in southwestern history. 72 The whiskey
allegations were revived long after the principals had passed on. This
simple, dramatic, and believable explanation was easy to grasp, but it
shifted attention from a less palatable truth, namely a disintegration
of the command structure.
At the time of the episode there were plenty of questions about
the loyalty and conduct of some officers in the garrison, including
Lynde himself. Was there a cover-up, a trail of deceit? This we cannot
answer finally, but in 1866 .both Canby and the army's Judge Advocate
General found Lynde wanting in judgment, not disloyal. 73 Others,
including Dr. McKee and Charles Porter, were less charitableJ4 Lynde
described the events of the day accurately though incompletely; he
had little to lose by being honest. 75 His own want of leadership had
been glaringly displayed. Other participants had to protect themselves
and risked seeing their own careers affected if culpability passed beyond their commander. This made them potentially hostile witnesses.
To this extent at least there was a cover-up, a concealment of a want
71. Wickliffe statement, encl. 17, file N-189, AGO, M-619, RG 94.
72. Stanley, Fort Union, 153; Keleher, Turmoil, 150.
73. Armstrong, "Case of Major Isaac Lynde," 31-32.
74. McKee, Narrative; Barr, ed., Charles Porter.
75. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:5-6; see also Lynde's extended account of ca.
December 1861, file 107, JAG, RG 153.
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of leadership and probably of good judg~ent on the part of the junior
officers, though responsibility remained with Lynde, The failure in
leadership was a broad one and no. one gained credit from his role in
the affair. With the possible exception of Lieutenant Brooks, the subalterns held to the Union cause during the Civil War.
Lynde was not mistaken in seeing deceit or disloyalty around him;
two of his officers had deserted in mid-July. No one knew whom to
trust. Lieutenant Lane's Company A of the Regiment of Mounted Riflemen lost one-third of its strength by desertions during the late spring
and early summer, a record fortunately not matched by other units,
while twenty-six of Lynde's command deserteq to the Texans following
the surrender. 76 If disloyalty was a factor in the pace of the retreat, it
probably lay among the enlisted and noncommissioned soldiers. The
Adjutant General's opinion--,-"It is believed that no other officer of the
command was in any way involved in the suspicion of complicity in
the offense"77-can yet stand, but it is not the complete story.
The "ignominious surrender" lived on, in the pages of Dr. McKee's
thrice-published memoir excoriating his former commander and elsewhere. In 1891 the adjutant, Edward J. Brooks, refreshed his memory
and replied to an army inquiry with a long letter, phrased carefully to
show his own conduct during July of 1861 as having been entirely
proper. 78
Drunkenness on a march during peacetime was not unknown, nor
were regular soldiers noted for temperance. On the field of combat
such conduct has rarely been confirmed. At Fort Fillmore it was a
combination of inexperience with combat, poor leadership, and communication problems that led to a disaster. At Valverde the liquor and
drugs testify mainly to the ingenuity of soldiers in finding something
intoxicating, and their presence probably had little bearing on the outcome of that fight.
For almost one hundred years the story about whiskey in the
soldiers' canteens languished, only to be revived and become part of
New Mexico's folklore heritage because it explained what was otherwise not very explicable. Yet not only was the story true, it served to
76. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:15. Returns from U.S. Military Posts 1800-1916,
Fort Fillmore, New Mexico, September 1851-September 1862, Microfilm Publication M617, roll 366, Records of the Adjutant General's Office, 1780s--1917, Record Group 94,
National Archives.
77. War of the Rebellion, Series I, 4:15.
78. John W. Wike, "Colors, Colors, Who's Got the Colors: An Episode in the History
of the Seventh Infantry," Military Collector & Historian 4 (December 1952), 91-92.
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conceal some less savory truths. In 1861 the whiskey rumor may have
seemed almost a blessing to some; it circulated without receiving either
official acknowledgment or denial, and combined with the old major's
undoubted responsibility, allowed most reputations to survive unscathed. Everyone had a war to fight, and the time for recriminations
would come later.

